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*Compared to original DAILIES® AquaComfort Plus® Toric parameter offering of 1,350.

References: 1. Tyler’s Quarterly soft contact lens parameter guide. 2018;36(1):1-64. 2. Alcon data on file, 2019. 3. Wolffsohn JS, Hunt OA, 
Chowdhury A. Objective clinical performance of ‘comfort-enhanced’ daily disposable soft contact lenses. Contact Lens & Anterior Eye. 
2010;33(2):88-92. 4. Laboratory study release profile; Alcon data on file, 2007. 5. Alcon data on file, 2012.

See product instructions for complete wear, care, and safety information.                                 
© 2019 Novartis   3/19   US-DAT-19-E-0433

Meet more of your astigmatic patients’ needs with an expanded range of parameters, including new  
-2.25D Cylinder, Around the Clock Axes in Core Parameters and Expanded High-Minus Sphere Powers. 
All the more reason to recommend contact lenses that deliver Dual Stability:  
•  Blink-Activated Moisture technology for exceptional tear film stability3,4 
•  Precision Curve® Lens Design for on-eye stability and excellent visual acuity5 

No other daily disposable toric contact lens gives you more parameters. 
DAILIES® AquaComfort Plus® Toric contact lenses now offer 75% more parameters.*

Fit your astigmatic patients in DAILIES® AquaComfort Plus® Toric contact lenses today.
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Meet more of your astigmatic patients’ needs with an expanded range of parameters, including new  
-2.25D Cylinder, Around the Clock Axes in Core Parameters and Expanded High-Minus Sphere Powers. 
All the more reason to recommend contact lenses that deliver Dual Stability:  
•  Blink-Activated Moisture technology for exceptional tear film stability3,4 
•  Precision Curve® Lens Design for on-eye stability and excellent visual acuity5 
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I would like to thank all my friends and colleagues for making the journey to Disney’s Yacht 
and Beach Club last month for the FOA’s Caribbean Carnival celebration. We were able to 
celebrate our profession by challenging and expanding our knowledge base with over twenty 

hours of top-notch education, while enjoying the camaraderie that comes with having over 700 
attendees and over 100 exhibitors. This continued growth makes our annual meeting one of 
the biggest in the country and can only occur through the hard work of our staff, convention 
committee, industry relations team, and entire Board of Trustees. Once again, proving that 
when working together, nothing but good things happen. If you see or talk to any of these 
individuals, please take the time to express your congratulations and appreciation for their 
efforts.
 As with presidents before me, I’ve been greeted by well wishes and encouragement from 
all across the state, most inquiring if I’m ready for the year and eager to offer help any time 
it’s required. My response is always the same, not only am I ready, but this board is ready. This 
group of dedicated individuals are giving their time and positive energy for the cause, which 
results in a trickledown effect of positivity to the local society presidents and officers as they 
relay to us the members’ messages. We are prepared to face any challenge thrown our way for 
our members and our patients.
 The strength of our board and state association has also garnered national attention as one 
of our own past presidents has been inspired to throw his hat in the ring for the AOA trustee 
position. Dr. Tad Kosanovich, whom we all know, recently announced his candidacy and will 
travel the country this next year to earn the right to represent Florida on the national stage. 
I ask that we all get behind him with any support he needs, be it just a pat on the back with 
a positive word for moral support or a monetary donation to scathe off the coming travel 
expenses. Visit his website at www.AOA2020TadK.com for more information.
 For the year ahead, we face significant challenges as a plethora of outside forces take aim at 
our profession. They will tout disruptive technologies as the answer to increase patient access 
and decrease the cost of care, all while spending millions to cloud the true goal of extending 
prescriptions for the sale of more products without any regard for patient safety. The board and 
our legislative chairman are prepared to protect our patients and believe the-in person ocular 
health evaluation at the time of an examination is the correct path to take. The citizens of our 
great state deserve for us to act with their best intentions at hand. Support us and our message 
by supporting our OD-EYEPAC today.
 To quote a former FOA president, I believe our message to you, our members, and our 
patients should be: our goal is to deliver the highest quality, most diverse, eyecare services 
possible to the deserving citizens of Florida. 

Sincerely,

Bryan A. Stam, O.D.
Florida Optometric Association, President  

President’s Report
BRYAN A.  STAM, O.D. 
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NATHAN R.  ETTEN,  O .D. ,  FOA TRUSTEE 

Returning home from our awesome FOA Convention this past July, I found an interesting 
package addressed from AOA Headquarters in my mail pile. Breaking into the box, there 
laid an exquisite plaque, commemorating 25 years of AOA membership. Before moving 

on: while the mesmerizing headshot top-left might suggest I enrolled at ICO and kindergarten 
the same year, I am indeed a seasoned practitioner.
 The timing of this commemoration was fortuitous; my laser-beam focus as an FOA 
Board Officer is present and future FOA health. Reading the inscription of the plaque, “In 
appreciation of your long and dedicated support of the profession of optometry…”, drew up a 
reflection of the quarter-century long personal relationship between myself and our profession. 
There is one word, “dedicated,” which given the opportunity to edit this beautiful plaque, does 
not perfectly match my timeline.
 I have been the recently licensed OD at a local society event, looking like a confused kid, 
not sure where to sit or whom to talk to. I have been the corporate-affiliated young OD, whose 
practice was innovative and growing wildly while attending local society events: the vibe an 
equal mix of camaraderie and vitriol. I have been the overwhelmed business owner/spouse/new 
parent that has no time for local society doings. I was that colleague for longer than I wish to 
admit. A decade later, I have been the random OD at the annual CE event, both fists on chin 
in the back row, eyes half shut, enduring eight hours of necessity. That back-row curmudgeon, 
in 2014, awoke to a speaker’s eloquent plea for local society involvement. One minute of a 
respected colleague’s perspective sparked a personal passion for our profession that drives me 
into a new quarter century of dedication.
  Just as our individual lives evolve, so does our profession. Today’s FOA is vibrant. It is 
inclusive. It is dynamic. There are exciting membership-recruitment initiatives to be rolled out 
before the end of 2019, the details of which will filter down to your local society leadership later 
this fall. 
 I am honored to serve our profession at this most crucial level, our state association. I have 
many goals set and initial workings in place to administer to them. Quite possibly my toughest 
personal challenge is to triumph over the mojo the word “dedicated” on that plaque casts upon 
me whenever I am in exam room 3… 

Sincerely,

Nathan R. Etten, O.D.
FOA Trustee 

Membership Development
Committee Report
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KENNETH W. LAWSON O.D. ,  FOA LEGISLATIVE CHAIR

Welcome to the 
third quarter 
edition of the 

FOA Legislative Update. 
First, a huge thanks to 
everyone that attended the 
FOA Annual Convention, 
held last month at Disney’s 
Yacht Club. Your support 
for FOA and our legislative 

efforts is duly noted and greatly appreciated. For those of 
you that were unable to attend our annual convention, 
much discussion was centered on telehealth. Telehealth 
was discussed in great detail at both the FOA legislative 
lunch and FOA’s telemedicine symposium. During these 
presentations, I observed several factual and perceptual 
misconceptions regarding telemedicine that I wish to address 
in the question and answer format presented below:

Question: Since Florida HB 23 titled “Telehealth” passed 
and became law in 2019, is the practice of telemedicine 
about to begin in the state of Florida?

Answer: NO- Telemedicine began as a form of practice 
in Florida in 2016 as provided by an MD or DO via 
a declaratory statement issued by the Florida Board of 
Medicine for MDs and DOs and listed as follows:

“The use of telehealth technology by Florida licensed 
healthcare practitioners for the purpose of providing 
patient care within the state of Florida is not precluded 
by Florida law. Telehealth technologies may be employed 
for patient care as long as such technologies are used in 
a manner that is consistent with the standard of care. 
If you are a Florida licensed allopathic or osteopathic 
physician please see Rules 64B8-9.0141 or 64B15-
14.081, Florida Administrative Code, for more specific 
details about the practice of telemedicine.

Legislative Report

Question: What is now permitted by HB 23, and can an 
optometrist now practice telehealth in Florida?

Answer: Yes- chapter 463 was included in the telehealth 
language for HB 23 and is listed as follows:

 “HB 23: Established standards of practice for telehealth 
providers (…chapter 463…) ; authorized certain 
telehealth providers to use telehealth to prescribe certain 
controlled substances under specified circumstances 
and provided registration requirements for out-of-state 
telehealth providers.”

Question: What is the American Academy of 
Ophthalmology’s view on telehealth and eye 
examinations?

Answer: Please read the excerpts below released by the AAO:

American Academy of Ophthalmology Telehealth: 
Clearing the Way for Innovative Eye Care Through Technology

 With our information statement on telehealth in 
ophthalmology, we’re well-positioned to continue to shape 
how our profession uses and supports these new, emerging 
options. In eye care, this is a critical role that only an 
ophthalmologist can fill: 
• Review: Physicians should determine the 

appropriateness of a given technology for their 
patients; state legislatures should not make these 
decisions.

• Payment: Health insurers should cover and provide 
fair payment for telemedicine services provided by 
ophthalmologists.

• Regulation: Federation of State Medical Boards 
oversight of multi-state physician licensure. 

• We’re among the most ardent supporters of a 
successful U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs tele-
ophthalmology program that is helping rural veteran’s 
access quality eye care. Technology-based Eye Care 
Services, or TECS, is a program that improves rural 
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veterans’ access to eye screening 
services for the most common 
causes of visual impairment. 
Roughly 8 percent of veterans 
screened through the program 
are found to have significant, 
previously undiagnosed eye 
disease.

 AAO- exam guidelines
 Adults with no signs or risk 
factors for eye disease should receive a 
baseline comprehensive eye evaluation 
at age 40. The frequency of ocular 
examinations in the presence of acute 
or chronic disease will vary widely 
with intervals ranging from hours to 
several months, depending on the risks 
involved, response to treatment, and 
potential for the disease to progress. 
Any individual at higher risk for 
developing disease, based on ocular and 
medical history, family history, age, or 
race should have periodic examinations 
determined by the particular risks, even 
if no symptoms are present. 
 A routine comprehensive annual 
adult eye examination in individuals 
under the age of 40 unnecessarily 
escalates the cost of eye care and is not 
indicated except as described above.
  Technology advances emerge 
quickly, disrupting the marketplace 
and forcing some to reconsider how 
they fit, business-wise, into the new 
world technology is helping to shape. 
For example, when it comes to tele-
ophthalmology, optometry has strong 
interest in maintaining its position 
as an in-person provider of refraction 
services. But patients, who might 
potentially benefit from these new 
options, also need a voice to speak on 
their behalf. 

Question: So by HB 23 passing, 

1800 CONTACTS and Visibly 
formerly known as Opternative can 
operate legally by offering an express 
exam thru telehealth?
Answer: the standard of care was not 
changed by HB 23, and whether an 
entity uses an MD, DO, or OD to 
sign eyewear prescriptions, there is 
currently no recognized position or 
value to support an “express exam” 
in lieu of a dilated, comprehensive 
eye health exam. But, this topic and 
further legislative refinement regarding 
the provision of telehealth and its real 
meaning will play out in the upcoming 
2020 legislative session.

Question: What is Visibly’s “store 
and forward/express exam?”
Answer: Please read excerpts from 
Visibly presented below:
Visibly... formerly known as Opternative
 Visibly uses store and forward 
technology……for review by a 
telehealth provider after the data 
is captured for review purposes.  
Visibly is not a replacement for a 
comprehensive eye health examination. 
Optimized Eye Care Ophthalmologists 
use Visibly’s on-line technology to 
evaluate a patient’s visual acuity and 
a portion of the ocular health profile 
and issue a prescription for corrective 
eyewear, where clinically appropriate. 
Their services are limited to patients 
between the ages of 18 and 55 who are 
in good health. All tests are conducted 
and all prescriptions are issued based 
on the independent clinical judgment 
of an ophthalmologist. Because the 
services are not a replacement for a 
comprehensive eye health examination, 
we encourage everyone to obtain a 
comprehensive eye health exam at least 
once every 2 years. Optimized Eye 

Care prohibits patients from taking a 
Visibly test more than 4 consecutive 
years without certifying that they 
have received a comprehensive eye 
health exam first. Visibly is an FDA 
registered device that can only be used 
to prescribe glasses and contact lens 
prescriptions by licensed physicians.

Question: Does HB 23 allow out-of-
state providers to practice telehealth 
in Florida? 
Answer: HB23 allows providers 
licensed in another state and in 
“good standing” to apply for a license 
to practice telehealth for Floridian 
patients. The out-of-state provider 
cannot perform in-person services in 
Florida and must be approved by the 
Florida Department of Health and 
meet other requirements. Disciplinary 
actions are handled by the respective 
provider’s Board or thru the Florida 
Department of Health. Of note: 
Since Governor DeSantis vetoed 
the fee portion of the telehealth 
initiative, uncertainty exists regarding 
implementation of any out-of-state 
provider licenses at this time. This too 
may further play out in the upcoming 
2020 session. 

Question: What can I do to help?
Answer:  Join FOA and OD-EYEPAC 
to help us protect Floridians and the 
noble profession of optometry - now 
is your chance to have a say in your 
future.

 
Sincerely,

Kenneth W. Lawson, O.D.
FOA Legislative Chair
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SARAH LANGLEY,  OPERATIONS MANAGER

Operations Manager’s Report

Here are a few updates on convention continuing education credits, membership 
classification, partial practice membership, and how to utilize your telephonic legal 
consultation benefit when you have questions regarding Chapter 463 or Board Rules.

Convention 
 The 2019 FOA Convention is a wrap! Attendees had the opportunity to hear continuing 
education lectures from leading speakers and visit over 100 booths in the exhibit hall. Our 
2019-2020 Board of Trustees was installed, and the event culminated with a carnival-themed 
banquet celebration. A big thank you to our sponsors that helped make it all possible. You can 
view photos from the convention starting on page 10 of this issue. 
 If you attended continuing education courses, your credits should now be posted on 
cebroker.com. If you are taking courses for TQ credit, TQ will be posted to your account after 
you receive a passing score on the test. 

Membership Classification
 If you need to switch membership categories for the 2020 year, you may do so during open 
enrollment beginning January 1, 2020.
 If you are a partial practice member, you will be receiving an annual certification letter 
in the mail. Please kindly return the certification to our office if you still qualify so you may 
continue to be billed at the partial practice rate for the coming year. Failure to return the 
affidavit will result in being billed at the full active membership rate for 2020.

Telephonic Legal Consultation regarding Chapter 463 and Board Rules
 One of the benefits of FOA membership is the cost-free opportunity to ask brief questions 
of the FOA General Counsel. This is not intended to be a substitute for your obtaining legal 
advice from your personal attorney. Rather, it is intended to give you brief and preliminary 
guidance on questions you may have regarding optometry laws and rules. It does not cover 
review of contracts, questions requiring legal research, or questions beyond Chapter 463, 
Florida Statutes. Nor is it intended to resolve differences between FOA members. As a 
reminder, here is how to utilize this benefit:
1. Call the FOA office at (800) 399-2334. The FOA team member will verify your 

membership and will collect your name, telephone number, and a brief description of your 
question, and the FOA General Counsel will return your call. It is unlikely that you will 
receive an immediate call back, so it is helpful to leave an after-office hour number as well. 

2. For reasons of confidentiality, and to avoid message confusion, calls will only be returned 
to the FOA member who placed the original call, not to a member of your office staff. 

3. Be familiar with optometry laws and rules before you call. 
4. Alert your office staff that you are expecting a return call.

Sincerely,

Sarah Langley
Operations Manager | Florida Optometric Association
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NEW ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)
SEWER BAN REGULATIONS EFFECTIVE AUGUST 21, 2019

• The EPA has ruled that no hazardous waste pharmaceuticals (HWP) are to be disposed of through sewer systems (down the 
drain, flushed in toilet).

• Doctors of optometry should not rinse HWP materials down the drain.
• If the vessel of a HWP pharmaceutical is empty, doctors of optometry should no longer rinse the remaining residue on the 

packaging.
• Hazardous waste accumulation containers should continue to be used for all hazardous waste pharmaceuticals and 

packaging.
• 
What Pharmaceuticals Used in Optometry Practices are considered Hazardous?
• The EPA has not provided a specific list of hazardous pharmaceuticals.
• Based on our evaluation of commonly used pharmaceuticals in optometric practice, most pharmaceuticals used in 

optometric practice would not be considered hazardous.
• Tropicamide and fluress are not considered hazardous. Ophthalmic drops would also not be considered hazardous. The new 

rule will not apply to lens edger waste from spectacle lenses (known as “swarf”), as swarf is not a pharmaceutical per the 
EPA definition.

• Doctors of optometry with optical labs onsite are not required to make changes to swarf disposal based on this Rule.
• Have specific questions? Contact Kara Webb KCWebb@aoa.org or Emily Dalgo at EDalgo@aoa.org



CARNIVAL
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2019 FOA ANNUAL CONVENTION
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Professional Liability Insurance is key to protecting 
to you and your practice’s financial future.  It’s 
important to make sure you have sufficient coverage 

before automatically renewing each year. Use the three key 
considerations below to see how your current coverage 
compares: 
• What are liability limits? 

Malpractice insurance coverage levels are commonly 
represented by two figures. One figure, which will be the 
smaller of the two, represents the amount of coverage for 
an individual claim, and the other figure represents the 
annual aggregate amount of coverage. 

• Is Florida’s full scope of practice covered? Some 
malpractice insurance policies contain exclusions that can 
be left open to interpretation, such as a surgical exclusion. 
Many common procedures, including removal of a foreign 
body may fall within a surgical exclusion. Malpractice 
coverage administered by Lockton Affinity provides 
protection within your state’s defined scope of practice.  

AOA Excel
Do you have adequate malpractice insurance? 

1. JJVC data on � le 2017. High Optical Precision compared to ACUVUE OASYS® Brand Contact Lenses with HYDRACLEAR® PLUS Technology. 2. JJVC data on � le 2015. LACREON®, HYDRACLEAR® Plus, 
HYDRACLEAR® 1, and Hydraluxe™ Tear Film Technologies. Revision 2.0  3. JJVC data on � le 2017. Optical Precision of ACUVUE OASYS® Brand 1-Day Contact Lenses with HydraLuxe™ Technology.

ACUVUE® Brand Contact Lenses are indicated for vision correction. As with any contact lens, eye problems, including corneal ulcers, can develop. Some wearers may experience mild irritation, itching or 
discomfort. Lenses should not be prescribed if patients have any eye infection, or experience eye discomfort, excessive tearing, vision changes, redness or other eye problems. Consult the package insert 
for complete information. Complete information is also available by visiting jnvisionpro.com, or by calling Johnson & Johnson Vision Care, Inc. at 1-800-843-2020.

ACUVUE®, ACUVUE OASYS®, EYE-INSPIRED™, HYDRACLEAR®, LACREON® and HydraLuxe™ are trademarks of Johnson & Johnson Vision.  © Johnson & Johnson Vision.  2017    November 2017   OA00082GL-D

HydraLuxe™ Technology uniquely helps support a stable tear film2:
•  Enhanced network of tear-like molecules that mimic mucins2

• Smooth, tear-like refractive surface3

•  Integrates with patient’s own tear film every day2

• Has high optical precision3

ACUVUE OASYS® Brand Contact Lenses 1-Day with HydraLuxe™ 
Technology  is designed for sharper, brighter, clearer vision1

NEW INFORMATION

 JJVC data on � le 2017. High Optical Precision compared to ACUVUE OASYS® Brand Contact Lenses with HYDRACLEAR
 1, and Hydraluxe™ Tear Film Technologies. Revision 2.0  3. JJVC data on � le 2017. Optical Precision of ACUVUE OASYS

Technology  is designed for 
ACUVUE OASYS® 1-Day has Tear-inspired Design

• How can I get help reading the fine print on my current 
policy? Lockton Affinity offers a complimentary policy 
review for FOA members, with no obligation to switch 
providers or terminate your current coverage. Lockton 
Affinity will have an expert review the exclusions in your 
current policy and ensure you have adequate limits. To start 
your complimentary policy review,  

 
 Learn more about malpractice insurance from Lockton 
Affinity and all the other solutions AOAExcel offers today at 
ExcelOD.com/Business-Liability. 
 The AOA Insurance Alliance program is administered 
by Lockton Affinity, LLC d/b/a Lockton Affinity Insurance 
Brokers, LLC in California. Policy benefits are the sole 
obligation of the issuing insurance company. The American 
Optometric Association may receive a royalty fee for the 
licensing of its name and trademarks as part of the insurance 
program offered to American Optometric Association members.
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CE Sarasota Symposium 2020
January 10-12th, 2020 • Art Ovation Hotel, Sarasota, FL

•  Full Conference: $350 
13 CE Hours  |  3 Days

•   Partial Conference: $150  
Medical Errors & Jurisprudence Lectures 
4 CE Hours  |  Sunday Only

2020 Speakers
– Andrew Lee, MD
– Ron Melton, OD, FAAO
– Randall Thomas, OD, FAAO
– Robert Easton, OD, FAAO
– MD Panel: Ophthalmic Update

Register Online
Space is limited. Early bird pricing ends on December 1st.

www.CESarasota.org

Register Today
CE Sarasota is Southwest Florida’s premier continuing education conference developed 
exclusively for optometric physicians. Enjoy 3 days of CE lectures, fantastic speakers, 
networking opportunities, premium exhibitors and social events.



The AOA has long supported appropriate use of 
telehealth services that rely on an established doctor-
patient relationship. For 2019, the Centers for Medicare 

& Medicaid Services (CMS) established a policy to pay 
separately for two new physicians’ services that are provided 
with the use of communication technology:

HCPCS code G2012: Brief communication technology-
based service (e.g., virtual check-in) 

HCPCS code G2010: Remote evaluation of recorded video 
and/or images submitted by an established patient

 Doctors of optometry can now be paid separately for 
G2012 when a patient checks in with the doctor by phone 
or through another telecommunications device to decide if 
an in-person o¬ffice visit, or if different patient care, may 
be necessary. CMS believes that this new service can help to 
increase efficiency.
 G2010 is intended to be reported when a doctor reviews 
recorded video and/or images submitted by an established 
patient. Doctors of optometry and other physicians can now 
be reimbursed for reviewing patient-transmitted photo or 

Medicare’s Virtual Check-in Codes

video information conducted via pre-recorded “store and 
forward” video or image technology. Again, the use of this 
technology and the physician’s review is intended to determine 
whether an in-person visit is needed.
 Reimbursement for these services varies by geographic 
location. For G2012 the range of reimbursement is 
approximately $12 to $18, while for G2010 reimbursement is 
approximately $8 to $16. To find reimbursement in your area, 
access the Medicare fee schedule look up at https://www.cms.
gov/apps/physician-fee-schedule/.

AOA member resources for coding
 AOA Coding Today (http://aoa.codingtoday.com/) is an 
online, comprehensive database that contains information in 
real time for CPT, ICD-10 and HCPCS coding and research. 
The website is tailored specifically to optometry, assists doctors 
and staff in correct reimbursement and compliance, and has 
an easy-to-use code diagnosis ability based on region.
 Complete the online form (https://www.aoa.org/ask-the-
coding-experts) for direct access to coding experts for answers 
to your coding questions.
 Purchase coding resources from the AOA Marketplace 
(https://store.aoa.org/).

AOA CODING EXPERTS DOUG MORROW, O.D. ,  HARVEY RICHMAN, O.D. ,  REBECCA WARTMAN, O.D.

www.floridaeyes.org16 — INSIGHT— Q3 2019
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Thank You to Doctors Thuy Quach, Michelle Levin, Tad Kosanovich, Ed Sheplan, 
Devin Singh, Hang Thai, Betty Wang and Andy Morgenstern for helping share 
eye health and vision education with our veterans.

FL ODs Volunteer at the VFW Annual Meeting 
Orlando, Florida July 20-24, 2019
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OPTOMETRIST WANTED

OD Wanted in Stuart
Optometrist wanted part-time in Stuart, FL Walmart. No nights. Also 
going on vacation in September, will need fill-in doctors 3 days/week. 
Flexible hours. Full tech/staff support. Call Dr. Andrea Carter at 
561-371-4585 (cell) or 772-283-8993 (office). 

OD Wanted in Fort Pierce
Interested in hiring a board certified optometrist to join our growing 
private practice. Current mode of practice is full scope family care with a 
strong medical emphasis. Required 28-40 hours per week. Compensation 
negotiable based on agreed schedule of patient care. Email resume to 
Shannon.leitenbauer@gmail.com. 

OD Wanted on the Emerald Coast
Practice opportunities on the Emerald Coast. Multi-city practice with 
offices in Destin, Fort Walton Beach, and Panama City seeks associate 
Doctor(s) of Optometry to work full or part time. Excellent pay and work 
to level you like. Routine &/or medical. Opportunity for both. Have 
Optos Map in Destin. Contact Dr. Bazarte at 850-543-9406.

OD Wanted in Port St. Lucie
Board-certified optometrist for private office in sunny Port St. Lucie, 
Florida. Friendly, technical practice focused on personal service, professional 
support staff, and billing; Most PPOs and vision care programs; Great 
reviews; Competitive per diem; Send CV to optomoto@gmail.com.

OD Wanted in Miami
Practice established for 35 years in Miami’s health district seeks a licensed 
part time or full time optometrist. Email j.yap@hotmail.com or call 
305-343-7685.

OD Wanted in Miami
*IMMEDIATE OPENING* Full/part time OD at a very busy practice 
in Miami. Great opportunity to take over an existing patient load. 
Competitive pay, no nights, no weekends, no holidays. Located on the 
main campus of FIU, the 5th largest university in the US. Please contact 
matthew.batescfl@gmail.com. 

OD Wanted in Ocala
Busy office inside of LensCrafters, Eric L. Brodsky, OD is seeking an 
optometrist. Schedule and pay are flexible. Full-time or part-time. Great 

Classifieds

PRACTICE FOR SALE

Practice for Sale in Daytona Beach
Well established practice in Daytona Beach area for sale. Owner retiring. 
Practice is located in a very desirable growing area in a modern office condo. 
Excellent signage and visibility. Building available for lease or purchase. 
Grosses $440K+, nets $140K+ on 3 doctor days. Asking $269K. Inquiries to: 
vcpractice4sale@gmail.com.

LEASES WITH OPTICALS 

Warby Parker is on the lookout for an enthusiastic, self-motivated 
optometrists for a new lease opportunity in our store. Our ideal candidate 
is an energetic, innovative, and caring team player who’s passionate about 
helping people see. We’ll work well if you strive to consistently exceed 
patient expectations. Email briana.navarro@warbyparker.com. 

place to raise a family. We use the latest technology including Optomap, 
RevEHR and Clarifye. Excellent opportunity. Full tech support. Email 
optikdoc@gmail.com or call 954-895-4249. 

OD Wanted in Leesburg
Great opportunity to join a multi-discipline practice in a community 
health center for a new location opening in Leesburg, FL. Great benefits 
and compensation. For more information contact Sophia Medina by email 
s.medina@chcfl.org or phone 407-905-8827 ext. 1072. 

OD Wanted in Jacksonville
Immediate position available for OD in Jacksonville. Practice full scope 
optometry with the latest in technology with a dedicated and well-trained staff. 
No evening or weekend hours. This is an associate position that may lead to a 
partnership/ownership situation for the right candidate. Email 
DrFavale@JacksonvilleEyeCareCenter.com. 

OD Wanted in Central Florida
Doctor of Optometry Eye Specialists of Mid Florida, a well-established, multi-
specialty group in Central Florida, is seeking a full time optometrist. Essential 
skills required are the ability to provide quality patient eye care and experience 
working in a fast-paced environment. Please send resume to cgrice@eyesfl.com.

OD Wanted in Northeast Florida
Join an established practice of over 40 years in beautiful northeast Florida! 
We are searching for a full-time optometrist who is eager to join a family of 
physicians who truly enjoy their profession, and who take great pride in the full- 
scope care and services they provide. Please contact beckynfleyes@outlook.com. 

OD Wanted
Sam’s Club is currently seeking Independent Doctors of Optometry. Be your 
own boss. For more information please reach out to Rosa Stafford 972-757-
5125 • Pensacola Spring Offenbacher 507-298-1787 • Jacksonville, Lakeland, 
and Brooksville Sherry Naseri 479-899-5697 • Cocoa, Port St. Lucie, and 
Ocoee.

OD Wanted in Pensacola
Immediate full or part time position available for a FL licensed optometrist in 
Pensacola, FL. Equity position available. Please email Terrezza@bellsouth.net or 
call 850-983-8447 or 850-983-8484.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Equipment for Sale in Pompano Beach
Thomas D. Dennis, O.D., Life Member of A.O.A, has retired from practice due to health, as of June 1, 2019. All equipment will be sold, two complete 
rooms of examination equipment. Humphrey Auto Refractor, Humphrey 740 Visual Field, lab equipment, Lensometers, all front office equipment. To 
make an offer contact dennis2020@bellsouth.net.
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OCTOBER 6, 2019
NEFOS FALL FEST
One Ocean Resort
Jacksonville, FL

JANUARY 18-19, 2020
GOLD COAST EDUCATIONAL RETREAT
The Westin Fort Lauderdale
Fort Lauderdale, FL

JANUARY 19, 2020
EYEMED CONTINUING EDUCATION BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE CFSOP
Rosen Plaza
Orlando, Florida

FEBRUARY 7-9, 2020
36TH ANNUAL PALM BEACH WINTER SEMINAR
Wyndham Grand Jupiter
Jupiter, FL

MARCH 4-8, 2020
SECO 2020
Atlanta, GA

APRIL 16-19, 2020
WFOA SPRING EDUCATION SEMINAR
Baytowne Conference Center
Miramar Beach, FL

APRIL 18-19, 2020
MIAMI NICE
Hilton Miami Airport Blue Lagoon
Miami, FL

APRIL 25-26, 2020
SUNCOAST SEMINAR  SPONSORED BY POA
Hyatt Regency Clearwater Beach Resort
Clearwater, FL

JULY 16-19, 2020
2020 ANNUAL CONVENTION
JW Marriott Turnberry Miami Resort & Spa
Aventura, FL

Abyde 
HIPAA Compliance Solutions
3442C Tampa Road | Palm Harbor, FL 34684
(800) 594-0883
info@continualcompliance.com
https://continualcompliance.com/home/pricing.

Capital Preservation Services, LLC
Tax Planning
(904) 742-1699
www.cpsllcms.com

Carson & Adkins
Legal Consultation
233 Rose Hill Drive North
Tallahassee, FL  32312
(850) 509-5654
http://www.carson-adkinslaw.com/

Everett Health Care Consultants, Inc.
Medicare Consultants
P.O. Box 669607 | Marietta, GA  30066
(404) 406-7962 | (404) 393-1036 fax

EyeCarePro
Optometric Website Design
20-255 Dundas Street | Waterdown, ON, LOR 2H6, 
Canada
(416) 238-0370
www.eyecarepro.net

First Financial Merchant Services
Credit Card Payment Processing
Cam Higgins
(404) 735-6555
camhiggins@ffusa.com
www.ffusa.com

IC System
Debt Collection Services
P.O. Box 64639 | St. Paul, MN 55164
(800) 279-6520
www.icsystem.com

Members 401(k) Advantage
(888) 357-3824
jons@frf.org

Practice Compliance Solutions
HIPAA Compliance, Billing Services, 
Third Party Assistance 
10212 Chesterton Drive | Dallas, TX 75238
www.optometricbusinesssolutions.com/  

Vision West, A Healthy Eyes Advantage Company
Membership Buying Group
1927 Avenieda Plaza Real | Ocanside, CA 92056
(800) 679-9485
http://www.vweye.com/

Calendar of Events

www.floridaeyes.org/events/event_list.asp

FOA SERVICE PROVIDERS
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Register online at Floridaeyes.org
Pre-registration rates end 12/31


